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Crawford & Company UK ready for next
milestone in Civil Justice Reforms
All liability adjusters armed with new tablet software to meet MOJ timescales
London – Crawford & Company’s UK liability experts have warned insurers to be ready for the next
milestone in civil justice reform, as new rules come into force on 1 October.

Insurers and employers will shortly experience the impact of new regulations after years of the
standard of care being placed primarily at the defendant’s door when facing claims for breaches in
health and safety legislation.

Now with a new position enabled by Section 69 of the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act (E&RR
Act), and the switchover from old to new regimes for accidents occurring on or after 1 October, John
Buckle, liability managing director, says the benefits of putting up a strong defence could begin to
emerge.

“Next month, section 69 of the E&RR Act will come into effect for accidents occurring on or after 1
October 2013,” says John. “Until that time, any alleged breach of health and safety legislation is
actionable in civil law unless the regulations provide otherwise; a statutory right which has arguably
contributed to quick settlement in favour of detailed investigation.”

The changes could be particularly important for insurers facing claims within the £10,000‐£25,000
value bracket. “The new section reverses the old position, imposing a burden upon claimants to

prove neggligence, even
n against emp
ployers, thereeby potentially opening up
p to insurers more
m
potent
defence arguments
a
with regard to primary
p
liability and most likely with reegard to increased
contributo
ory negligencce percentage
e reductions, more commo
only associateed with comm
mon law
cases.”

Crawford has armed its network of field adjusters and investiigators with ssophisticated tablet
software for
f thorough data capture
e and analysiss. “This enable
es the adjusteer to conductt a prompt an
nd
detailed in
nvestigation, within the tim
mescales laid
d down by thee MOJ reform
ms process. No
ow, with the
opportunities presenteed by s69 it iss perfectly possible to benefit from a teechnical invesstigation,
particularrly on claims valued
v
betweeen £10,000 aand £25,000.”” explained Jo
ohn.
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